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Notes
1. AC distribution list
For the architecture committee the following distribution list will be used:

2. Summary discussion with VW GoA (see slides)
- GUI experiment configuration: showed slides show the initial brainstorming, how the GUI can
be extended in order to allow the user to setup an experiment. A detailed concept, as well as
the timeline needs to be specified (release planning and refinement).
3. Proposal systemConfig integration (see slides)
- xml structure: Usage of tags instead of attributes has several advantages, thus an alignment on
xml structure needs to be discussed and made as a next step.
- configurationInterface: to consolidate different simulation approaches a configuration
interface should be specified and implemented. The goal is harmonized inteface and
harmonized configuration files
- Question: why don't we consolidate appConfig and systemConfig?
--> The first implementation step is the (agile) development of systemConfiguration adapter
and appConfiguration adapter. Further steps are e.g. refactoring of systemConfig/appConfig,
refinement of configurationInterface, conception of further harmonization steps. At the end
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refinement of configurationInterface, conception of further harmonization steps. At the end
(latest Release 1.0) there should be a harmonized solution.
4. Release planning / discussion
- Release Plan see slides
--> all participants will create user stories, especially for the next release 0.7
--> in the SC and AC meeting in march the user stories will be discussed and finalized
--> epics will also be defined accordingly
- Status project manager: ongoing
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